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English Translation:

According to a press release of The Directorate of Education Nangarhar Province it has been reported that, During the Opening Ceremony of Solar Home Systems Distribution at Alayee High School the Director of Education of Nangarhar Province Mr. Allah Dad Ismailzai stated that “I highly appreciate this assistance of German Aid for Afghan Children and would like to request for more such donations in future, he added such cooperation’s would increase the quality of education as it provide the facility of electricity to teachers who are deprived of it”.

Followed by a speech of the representative of German Aid for Afghan Children Mr. Emal Barekzai “Aim of this special Aid is to provide lighting and other such necessary facilities to teachers where they could make comprehensive lesson plans and convey fruitful knowledge to the students. He added we have plans to distribute such solar systems in two more schools of Jalalabad, which could be Bibi Maryam and Malika Omaira High Schools”.

In this special Aid of 171- Pcs Solar Home Systems to each teacher provided a solar panel, a battery, Lamps for lighting and an Air Cooler from German Aid for Afghan Children NGO.

On this occasion Ms. Farida Hanazai the Principal of Alayee High School expressed her views as “We are very much pleased and grateful from this assistance of German Aid for Afghan Children NGO. This will help us in our cause of conveying quality education to our students”.

It is to be mentioned that earlier to this the said NGO has provided such type of solar systems to the teachers of Bibi Hawa High School Jalalabad.